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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to identify how users are aware of smartphones’ security problems,
and to find out what requirements are needed the most for an application to be downloaded and kept
installed from users’ point of view. Moreover, we will see how much users are relying on tracking
applications and what essentials should be prepared for such applications in order to respect users’
privacy. The first phase of this project contains a survey where people from different professions share
their experiences and opinions about corresponding applications on mobile devices. The objective of the
second part is to create a user authentication system based on OAuth ver. 2.0 and then optimize it in a
way that can work properly on HTTP. It is shown how the implemented framework addresses the
prevalent security issues on transferring data and how the benefits of this unique and centered
authentication server brings integrity, assurance and simplicity for the future of the learning context
project. In the final phase, two already implemented apps, named BigBrother and SmartDay, are taken
into account for the evaluation and review by different people in different ages and professions. This is
conducted to understand what crucial improvements are needed in the next generations, and to understand
how to make them as much user friendly and reliable as possible. On the other hand, candidates from
different backgrounds were asked whether they would trust and use such applications, if not under which
circumstances their decision would change. This would allow individual developers of mobile
applications to have a better view of users’ interests, and let them to design and implement apps, which
meet the users’ desire. At the end, a new integrated UI design for SmartDay and BigBrother is proposed
based on users’ comments and feedbacks.
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1. Introduction
“Trust indicates a positive belief about the perceived reliability of,
dependability of, and confidence in a person, object, or process”
B.J. Fogg and Hsiang Tseng

In recent years, the use of mobile devices has increased dramatically, and many people spend
most of their time on the smartphones. Indeed, desktops have been replaced by smartphones, and users
can do almost everything, which they could only do before with laptops or personal computers. For
instance, they can easily surf the internet, manage tasks or events on calendar, take photo, play music, edit
documents, play games etc.
A key feature of modern smartphone platforms is a centralized service for downloading third-party
applications. Since we may require having a clear overview about what we have done during a day, we
need kind of visualization techniques that can give us a background of our daily life on mobile devices
and show us how much we are associated with our phones and its applications.
The main aspect for covering this issue is to track the data which users deal with, for instance imagine an
app which tracks the times you are spending on Facebook, then by analyzing those times, you have a
better control on the usage of it and probably this can help you to organize your tasks more efficiency in
your every days’ life. Likewise, it is possible to see the most applications you used, how long your mobile
screen was on, or how many hours you got along with your phone in a day.
Visual data analysis on the other hand is used to extract valuable knowledge from large amount of data in
a way that can support time-related tasks. In this case, we gather information from all activities of users’
smartphone and convert them into the visual graphs that can easily be understandable for human
perception. Thus, every user is able to see a daily or monthly report on his interactions to achieve a better
time management.
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1.1. Motivation
The most important thing we have been always worrying about is security. In most cases, it is not
pleasant for us if our personal data is being shared. If somebody wants to keep track of his/her activities,
he/she only wants to have access by him/herself, and in any cases do not like to share it with anyone else,
but how? How can a user trust such an application and make sure his/her privacy is not being violated by
third parties? To cover this issue, we may need to restrict the access of our device and its applications.
For authenticating a user, every single website needs 1) Username/Email 2) Password, which in this case,
a password should be strong enough, and user should choose it in a way that can be remembered easily.
But problems arise when you want to authorize a third party access. Assume that you have implemented a
client application, which communicates with a service, hosted on a server, and this app is only available
to the persons who own an account on the server side, thus it cannot be done for example, via OpenID1 by
using Twitter2 or Facebook3 login. In this case you could get the benefits of Open Authentication (OAuth
2.04) mechanisms (of course there may be other options, but I only mention here the most popular
method) to give access to the users. However, users first need to register on the website and activate their
own account, then for giving access to the client application; they have to verify themselves by http
authentication method. In other words, instead of logging and spreading the password, users just give
specified permissions to the apps in order to give access to their resources.
Users may argue that this it is not still giving us 100 percent guarantee that the app itself is not running
unrelated or undesirable tasks in the background. Now this question comes in mind how do people
interact with third party applications and which level of authentication would they prefer? Could they
trust such applications, which track and analyze their sensitive data? If no, under which circumstances
their decision would change? Moreover, how can we gain the users’ trust and ensure them that their data
remains safe?

1

http://openid.net
http://www.twitter.com
3
http://www.facebook.com
4
http://oauth.net/2/
2
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1.2. Outline and approach
This Thesis consists of three parts. The first section is survey based and the purpose of it is
getting to know the most essential requirements, which every app should have to induce users to
download and keep it. Afterwards by looking to the result we can see how much privacy and security of
an application do matter to a user for accepting or ignoring that application. Are users still going to install
an application even if there is no guarantee to protect their private data? In other words, we can determine
what criteria are playing the most roles in the popularity of an application, therefore this can be a good
guideline for future developers to step forward and create apps with more efficiency and usability.
In section 2, I will give an overview about Open Authentication systems, and show how I have
implemented an Open Authentication server (based on OAuth ver. 2.0 and PHP programming language5).
It is designed in a case that the algorithm can work properly on HTTP, without any security issue on
smartphones or client web services where the authorization of end-users are needed for giving access.
With the functionalities this open authentication server provides, users are able to authenticate themselves
with no more worrying about spreading their password on the internet or needing to save their password
on the client apps.
Finally in section 3, two already created applications, named BigBrother (by Hendrik Thüs6) and
SmartDay (by Christian Janßen7), will be discussed and evaluated by user study to understand what
specifications have to be added or removed in their next generation, and to understand how to make them
as much user friendly and reliable as possible. In other hand it is demonstrated whether people from
different backgrounds would rely on and use such applications, if not under which circumstances their
decision would change.

5

http://www.php.net/manual/en/
http://learntech.rwth-aachen.de/thues
7
http://learntech.rwth-aachen.de/janssen
6
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2. Background
This chapter provides background information about open authentication methods and their
corresponding functionalities. The idea of how the authorization is being done through the open
authentication server is explained, and why programmers are seeking to use it, will be discussed.
Moreover, it is shown how the whole process brings safety and security for users besides of its simplicity.

2.1. OAuth basics
In the traditional client-server authentication model, the client requests an access-restricted
resource (protected resource) on the server by authenticating with the server using the resource owner's
credentials. In order to provide third-party applications access to restricted resources, the resource owner
shares its credentials with the third party. This creates several problems and limitations: 8


Third-party applications are required to store the resource owner's credentials for future use,
typically a password in clear-text.



Servers are required to support password authentication, despite the security weaknesses inherent
in passwords.



Third-party applications gain overly broad access to the resource owner's protected resources,
leaving resource owners without any ability to restrict duration or access to a limited subset of
resources.



Resource owners cannot revoke access to an individual third party without revoking access to all
third parties, and must do so by changing the third party's password.

OAuth addresses these issues by introducing an authorization layer and separating the role of the client
from that of the resource owner. In OAuth, instead of using the resource owner's credentials to access
protected resources, the client obtains an access token -- a string denoting a specific scope, lifetime, and
other access attributes. Access tokens are issued to third-party clients by an authorization server with the

8

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749
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approval of the resource owner. The client uses the access token to access the protected resources hosted
by the resource server.
In a few words, OAuth is “An open protocol to allow secure authorization in a simple and standard
method from web, mobile and desktop applications. The OAuth 2.0 authorization framework enables a
third-party application to obtain limited access to an HTTP service without need for you to show your
password to that 3rd party site.”9
The Figure 1, shows how authentication works through OAuth system and how a client app can access the
resources on a server.
A. Authorization Request
B. Authorization Grant

C. Authorization Grant

Client

D. Access Token

E. Access Token
F. Protected Resource

Resource
Owner

Authorization
Server

Resource
Server

Figure 1 protocol follow

The abstract OAuth 2.0 flow illustrated in figure above describes the interaction between the client,
resource owner, authorization server and resource server, and includes the following steps:10
A. The client requests authorization from the resource owner.
B. The client receives an authorization grant, which is a credential representing the resource owner's
authorization.
C. The client requests an access token by authenticating with the authorization server and presenting
the authorization grant.

9

http://oauth.net
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749

10
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D. The authorization server authenticates the client and validates the authorization grant, and if
valid, issues an access token.
E. The client requests the protected resource from the resource server and authenticates by
presenting the access token.
F. The resource server validates the access token, and if valid, serves the request.
Advantages (trustworthy):


Less username and password, less profile, safer and faster way for authentication of users.



No need to submit a password to your application if he/she does not completely trust us.



A simple way to publish and interact with protected data.



A simple way to prevent spreading the passwords around the web.



Gives the users access to their data while protecting their account credentials.



Authorize limited permissions.



Revoke individual client application.

Disadvantages:


Can be a bit confusing for the user having to create an account with OAuth providers if he/she
does not have an account there already.



If the remote service is down, you have no login access (unless the user is already logged in. The
authentication cookie is valid).

This has been implemented by Twitter, with the anywhere platform. Version 2 of OAuth, released in May
of 2010, is a complete revision of the platform that is purposely not backward compatible with previous
iterations. (More details are explained in section 5.1 How a usual OAuth works)

2.2. PHP
“PHP (recursive acronym for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor) is a widely-used open source
general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited for web development and can be embedded
into HTML.”11
11

http://www.php.net/manual/en/intro-whatis.php
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PHP pages are created together with HTML embedded codes to do “something”. The PHP code is
enclosed in special start and end processing instructions <?php and ?> that allow you to jump into and
out of "PHP mode." What distinguishes PHP from something like client-side JavaScript is that the code is
executed on the server, generating HTML, which is then sent to the client. The client would receive the
results of running that script, but would not know what the underlying code was. You can even configure
your web server to process all your HTML files with PHP, and then there is really no way that users can
tell what you have up your sleeve. The best things in using PHP are that it is extremely simple for a
newcomer, but offers many advanced features for a professional programmer. 12
Open source, easy to learn, large community, extensive database support, lots of available extensions and
source code for everything from XML manipulation to directory access, are the most advantages of
programming with PHP language.

2.3. Android
Android provides a rich application framework that allows you to build innovative apps and
games for mobile devices in a Java language environment. Android apps are built as a combination of
distinct components that can be invoked individually. For instance, an individual activity provides a
single screen for a user interface, and a service independently performs work in the background. From
one component, you can start another component using an intent. You can even start a component in a
different app, such an activity in a maps app to show an address. This model provides multiple entry
points for a single app and allows any app to behave as a user's "default" for an action that other apps may
invoke.
Android provides an adaptive app framework that allows you to provide unique resources for different
device configurations. For example, you can create different XML layout files for different screen sizes
and the system determines which layout to apply based on the current device's screen size. 13

12
13

http://www.php.net/manual/en/intro-whatis.php
http://developer.android.com/guide/index.html
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You can query the availability of device features at runtime if any app features require specific hardware
such as a camera. If necessary, you can also declare features your app requires so app markets such as
Google Play Store do not allow installation on devices that do not support that feature. Once installed on a
device, each Android app lives in its own security sandbox:


The Android operating system is a multi-user Linux system in which each app is a different user.



By default, the system assigns each app a unique Linux user ID (the ID is used only by the system
and is unknown to the app). The system sets permissions for all the files in an app so that only the
user ID assigned to that app can access them.



Each process has its own virtual machine, so an app's code runs in isolation from other apps.



By default, every app runs in its own Linux process. Android starts the process when any of the
app's components need to be executed, then shuts down the process when it is no longer needed
or when the system must recover memory for other apps.

In this way, the Android system implements the principle of least privilege, for instance each app by
default, has access only to the components that it requires to do its work and no more. This creates a very
secure environment in which an app cannot access parts of the system for which it is not given
permission.
However, there are ways for an app to share data with other apps and for an app to access system
services:


It is possible to arrange for two apps to share the same Linux user ID, in which case they are able
to access each other's files. To conserve system resources, apps with the same user ID can also
arrange to run in the same Linux process and share the same VM (the apps must also be signed
with the same certificate).



An app can request permission to access device data such as the user's contacts, SMS messages,
the mountable storage (SD card), camera, Bluetooth, and more. All app permissions must be
granted by the user at install time.

8

That covers the basics regarding how an Android app exists within the system. 14

14

http://developer.android.com/guide/components/fundamentals.html
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3. Related works
“As we advance in life we learn the limits of our abilities.”
Henry Ford

Heretofore, a number of researches have been done to take an overview of people’s mental
models of an app’s privacy-related behaviors and to show how users can trust and download any
application, most of the research is conducted by means of users’ interests and requirements. In contrast,
this work concentrates more on uses’ privacy and apps’ reliability with respect to users’ concerns and
interests. However, it will be discussed in chapters 4 and 6, how much safety and security of an
application do matter to the users and persuade or prevent them to install it besides other factors. In the
followings, three example of these researches are presented that are similar to my work.

3.1. What Influences Users’ Decisions to Take Apps into Use?
Ting-Ray Chang et. al. [1] proposed a framework to study the influential factors for users to
download and use applications from the wide selection currently available in App stores. The framework
includes attractiveness, value, ease-of-use, trust, social support, diffusiveness, as well as fun and
excitement. They illustrated how the framework works in practice by applying it to an online survey to
assess 12 mobile Apps for well-being. Users’ feedback to the reasons why they would or would not like
to use the applications were focused on whether the applications fit their needs, if they liked the interface
or appearance, whether Apps sounded interesting or trustworthy, if they were relevant to their needs or to
their family and friends, and privacy issues especially regarding Facebook connection. Their survey
results clearly visualized the overall qualities of the application entity that was studied. Ease of use and
trust were assessed moderate with almost all applications whereas variations could be identified with the
factors perceived value, attractiveness as well as fun and excitement. Social support was missing from
almost all applications and the diffusiveness was quite low. This infographic can be seen in Figure 2.

10

Figure 2 visualization of all participants’ attitudes toward the twelve applications in all factors on the proposed framework

It was mentioned that lack of trust was the most common issue why participants would not have wanted
to start using the application. Concerns about privacy were often expressed, and some applications were
seen as too intrusive, too creepy, and too personal.
Therefore, besides the user interface and simplicity of an application we need to conduct developers to
focus more on user’s privacy and try to develop apps with the highest reliability.

3.2. Understanding Users’ Mental Models of Mobile App Privacy through Crowdsourcing
Jialiu Lin et. al. [2] introduced a new model for privacy, namely privacy as expectations. They
report on the results of using crowdsourcing to capture users’ expectations of what sensitive resources
mobile apps use. They proposed mobile privacy in the form of people’s expectations about what an app
does and does not do, focusing on where an app breaks people’s expectations. Indeed if a person’s mental
model aligns with what the app actually does, then there would be fewer privacy problems. Since that
person is fully informed as to the app’s behavior. However, in practice, a person’s mental model is never
perfect. They argue that by allowing people to see the most common misconceptions about an app, we
can rectify people’s mental models and help them make better trust decisions regarding that app.

11

They planned to build a system that leverages crowdsourcing and traditional security approaches to
evaluate the privacy-related behaviors of mobile apps. Several approaches were accomplished in this
research, which are mentioned here:
•

They demonstrated a way of capturing people’s expectations using crowdsourcing. More
specifically, they conducted user studies on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) with 179 Android
users, surveying their expectations and subjective feelings about different apps accessing
sensitive resources in different conditions.

•

They identified two key factors that affect people’s mental model of a mobile app, namely
expectation and purpose, and showed how they impact users' subjective feelings.

•

They presented an analysis, which indicates that informing users of why a given resource is
being used can allay their privacy concerns, since most users have difficulty figuring out these
purposes.

•

They presented the design and evaluation of a new privacy summary that emphasizes behaviors
that did not match the crowd’s expectations.

•

They tried to focus their data collection on four types of resources: unique device ID, contact list,
network location, and GPS location, which are the most sensitive resources in use. By the results,
they found most participants were surprised by an access to a sensitive resource, the respondents
also found hard to explain why this resource were needed.

One of the important contributions of this paper was to demonstrate the feasibility of using crowdsourcing
to capture users' perceptions, and to identify the strength and weakness of the crowd in evaluating
privacy. Based on the collected data, users were not very good at speculating on the purpose of resource
access, which is not surprising and might be compensated by leveraging existing mobile app analysis
techniques.

3.3. TaintDroid
William Enck et. al. [3] proposed an extension (called TaintDroid) to the Android mobile-phone
platform that tracks the flow of privacy sensitive data through third-party applications. TaintDroid

12

assumes that downloaded, third-party applications are not trusted, and monitors–in real time–how these
applications access and manipulate users’ personal data. The goal was to detect when sensitive data leaves
the system via untrusted applications and to facilitate analysis of applications by phone users or external
security services [4] [5]. Analysis of applications’ behavior requires sufficient contextual information
about what data leaves a device and where it is sent. Thus, TaintDroid automatically labels (taints) data
from privacy-sensitive sources and transitively applies labels as sensitive data propagates through
program variables, files, and interposes messages. When tainted data are transmitted over the network, or
otherwise leave the system, TaintDroid logs the data’s labels, the application responsible for transmitting
the data, and the data’s destination. Such real time feedback gives users and security services greater
insight into what mobile applications are doing, and can potentially identify misbehaving applications.
By taking advantages of taint, sensitive information is first identified at a taint source, where a taint
marking indicating the information type is assigned. Dynamic taint analysis tracks how labeled data
affects other data in a way that might leak the original sensitive information. This tracking is often
performed at the instruction level. Finally, the impacted data is identified before it leaves the system at a
taint sink (usually the network interface).
Approach Limitations: TaintDroid only tracks data flows (i.e., explicit flows) and does not track control
flows (i.e., implicit flows) to minimize performance overhead. TaintDroid can track applications’
expected data exposure and also reveal suspicious actions. However, applications that are truly malicious
can game this system and exclude privacy sensitive information through control flows. Fully tracking
control flow requires static analysis [6], which is not applicable to analyzing third-party applications
whose source code is unavailable. Direct control flows can be tracked dynamically if a taint scope can be
determined [7].
The provided logic is consistent with existing, well-known, taint tracking systems [8]. And once
information leaves the phone, it may return in a network reply. Therefore, TaintDroid cannot track such
information.

13

4. Initial survey
“Trust is the expectation that arises within a community of regular, honest, and cooperative
behavior, based on commonly shared norms, on the part of the members of that community”
Francis Fukuyama

The growth of technology in last decades has attached a large range of users to mobile devices, which is
the process of converting desktop computers to smartphones. Furthermore, the number of created and
downloaded applications has been increased tremendously. As June 17, 2014, Android market offered
1,260,029 apps15, which 9,204 of them have been downloaded more than 1,000,000 times16. According to
the statistic of device ownerships over time17, on April 2011, 35% of all American adults were using
smartphone, which this amount raised to 58% by the end of January 2014. Also 18% of Americans age 65
and older by the end of May 2013 own a smartphone, compared with 13% in February 2012. As of May
2013, 52% of adult cell phone owners sent or received email on their device, 50% downloaded a software
application, 60% accessed the internet, 21% participated in a video call, and 81% sent or received text
messages18. This shows how people are involved with their smartphone and its related applications. In this
chapter, I go to discuss the studies and work done to explain the factors cause users to go through an
application and install it. It is shown how we can ensure the safety and security of an app by just
enhancing the reliability.

4.1. Preparation
In this stage, an online survey has been provided and spread to the people who are having smartphone, to
understand what they are basically doing with their phones in their everyday life and what factors are the
most important ones for an application to mark it as excellent. In other words, what precise requirements

15

http://www.appbrain.com/stats/number-of-android-apps
http://www.appbrain.com/stats/android-app-downloads
17
http://www.pewinternet.org/data-trend/mobile/device-ownership/
18
http://www.pewinternet.org/data-trend/mobile/cell-phone-activities/
16
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are necessary for an application? How much security and privacy do matters to them. On the other hand,
to see whether they still go further and use the apps which do not guarantee their private data?
Questionnaires were sent through the Facebook, E-mail, Forums, Twitter, and Google+ to different
students and people from various universities of Germany, Iran, France, Spain, and Switzerland.

4.2. Results
After three weeks of carrying out the survey, 116 participants responded and filled out the survey.
Although by this numbers it can be hard to conclude a precise behavior about all users19, but at least we
can take a general overview out of it. Therefore, I started to figure out useful information in order to have
a general perspective of what people are looking for. The questions were more related to attitudes towards
taking an app into use and prepared in multiple choice and open-ended text, to gather as much idea and
information as possible. By categorizing the answers and analyzing them, I have encountered the
remarkable results, which are explained here:


The age range of respondents was from 20 to 45, that 71% (81 p) have IT related job or education and
29% have not. There were 68 males, 47 females, and one un-known participants.



It can be seen from Figure 3 that 68% (78 p) of
6%

participants only installed the free applications and
do not like to pay for any app.


26%

As it is illustrated in Figure 4, social network apps

0%

(e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.) have the

68%

most usability in all applications with 22%, maps
and GPS apps with 15% placed at the second
position. And 13% voted for media apps like
YouTube, Radio, and TV. The interesting thing is
that sport apps placed at the end of the list with only
2%.
19

https://de.surveymonkey.com/mp/sample-size/

15

Yes - Always Free

Yes - Always Paid

Yes - Free & Paid

No

Figure 3 participants were asked whether they have
downloaded apps for their mobile device
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Figure 4 participants were asked about the applications' type that they are using the most



In the next question the survey respondents were asked to tell us what kind of apps they would like to
see more in future, and unlike the answers of pervious question, which they are asked to say about the
apps they are using the most, this time hobby related app with 21% were mentioned as the first group.
Social apps together with daily apps (such as calendar, organization, planning) placed in the second
position with 17%. On the other hand, games are not exciting to people anymore because this
category placed at the end of our list. The whole results can be found in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 participants were asked what type of applications they would like to see more
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How often do you recommend an app to your friends and family? I asked. Most of them (90%) agreed
that if there is an app which is efficient enough and interesting to them, they would strongly
recommend it to the others.



88 persons out of 116 participants mentioned that they are not using anti-virus on their mobile
devices. This means they are more relying on the apps they are downloading from app store, and
count those as safe and secure ones.

Figure 6 respondents were asked whether they would prefer to
use native apps for checking social network, news, etc. or they
prefer to open browser.

Native applications
Through the web browser



The interesting point is where the respondents were asked, how often do you read an apps’
permissions? And what is apparent from
Figure 7, is that people usually do not care

29%

23%

about the permissions an application needs
to run, since the popularity of the app
21%

dominates other things in most cases.


27%

In the next step a question was prepared to
Always

clarify how much the safety and security

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Figure 7 responses regarding to read apps' permissions

of each application are important to the

end-users and participants were asked, what specifications do persuade you to go through a mobile
software, install and keep it? It can be seen from Figure 8 that only 18% voted to security and safety,
third place of our list. Easy To Use (26%) and User Interface (UI) (24%) located to the first and
second position respectively. For assaying the knowledge of users in the area of privacy, they were
also asked: How do you know that the application you are going to download is safe and secure? 49
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of participants (28%) pointed out they always take a look at the reviews of the app which other users
left for. 64 of them (37%) believe that due to the straight installation from official markets, there is no
problem that they want to worry about, because Apple or Google or Microsoft take care of
everything. 23 persons (13%) said that they check by whom that apps has been released and if it’s
developed by well-known company, then there is no doubt for using it. In addition, 12% said that they
use Anti-virus for more assurance. However, it is the key value to design the applications for trust,
and take proper care of personal data protection and privacy issues.

OTHER

5

OTHER USERS' RATING AND REVIEWS

36

SECURITY
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Figure 8 participants were asked about the functionalities an app should have in order to persuade them to download and
keep it



With respect to Figure 9, 48% of respondents are
relying on third parties for giving access to their
resources in a case where there is an option to

52%

48%

connect the app to their social networks for logging
in. And 52% believed that it is better to create a
new account, since there is no need for connecting
social networks to any other apps.

Give access via Twitter, Facebook, G+, ...
account.
Register on the application and create
an account.
Figure 9 responses regarding to reliability of third parties
access
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In the following the two open-ended questions and their corresponding concluded answers are mentioned.
These questions were prepared to get the most important users’ ideas about what they are willing to
happen in future applications:


If you already have an application (as a developer), what would you change in next version to gain
better rating and higher number of downloads?
o

UI improvements

o

Algorithms improvement to make it faster

o

Make it as "plug and play". Which means to avoid complicated registration steps and forcing
conditional passwords(x character passwords with special character...).



o

Usability, easy to use

o

User privacy using EULA etc.

o

Target audience, GUI (flashy but still decent)

o

Keeping it as ad-free app

o

Better localization

o

Instant bug fix

In which circumstances would you remove the application, which you had downloaded and used for a
while?
o

Makes the smartphone slow, high RAM/CPU usage (detecting unusual activities)

o

The new version asks for a permission I don't want to give

o

In a case, it's annoying with its notifications, etc.

o

Asks for paying budgets for unlocking more options

o

Security concern

o

No instant update, no more support

o

Crashing every time, unstable, buggy and lagging apps

o

Irritating Ads.

o

Too slow, sluggish and hampering system performance

o

Not having the privacy and having many unknown people around
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o

When my phone memory is full!

o

When it is spreading my personal data in network

o

High storage usage

o

High power (battery) consumption

4.3. Summary
Having collected the results of our survey, we have a brighter view on what users require from an
application. Based on their experience, the requirements vary. For a group of user (31%) privacy and
safety do have the major concern while for the other ones user interface and simplicity (51%). They
would rather use Android devices due to open source, marketing and variety of devices. Respondents
brought up having native applications are much productive than working with browsers. They mostly
prefer not to use anti-viruses which shows they are more or less relying on the mobile operation system
itself. On the other hand, most of our non-expert participants do not use/like tracking applications which
save their private data on the cloud. They believe Google has enough permission to have access to all of
their personal information and there is no need any more to give this access permission to anyone else.
From users’ point of view, every application can be used and downloaded if three factors are considered,
number of downloads, number of good reviews and its rating, which means a mobile software can be
installed even if it does unrelated tasks on the background. By recruiting users to our online survey, we
could gather useful information toward taking well-being apps into use. Moreover, the results helped us to
have clear opinions about users’ requirements and their limitations. However, this is still not easy to
distinguish whether people would allow certain apps to access their sensitive resources or what facilities
should be provided to make users feel with respect to their privacy. In the final evaluation, I go into more
details by interviewing our candidates, to see what the most users’ concerns about privacy issues are.
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5. Problem and Proposed Solution
In this part, the reason why we need to develop and create an authentication system is interpreted.
Today, many applications require identification of a user for running and continuing to work with, either
by creating and registering a new account in the application itself, or by allowing one of the users’ social
networks (e.g. Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and etc.) to connect and communicate with this application.
Accordingly, a user is redirected by a native browser to the official webpage of the social network for
authorization, and after giving permission, he/she is redirected back to the corresponding application with
access rights.
Now the problem arises when you desire to have your own authentication server, for having a consistent
integrated system on the one hand and more integrity on the other hand. Imagine a scenario in which
users are only able to have access to the resources if they have created an account before on the server. In
other words users are only permitted to run the apps (which have been implemented by you or your
company) if they own a valid account and can validate their identity on the server side. Thus for reaching
this target implementation of a customized identification server would be the best choice which covers
both mobile applications and client web applications. To cover this issue I took the advantages of OAuth
version 2.0, which has been designed for this purpose. In general, OAuth provides an alternative flow that
balances convenience and security, and designed to support web applications, desktop and mobile, even
command line tools. It is not complicated or very hard to implement it due to its open source
characteristic.
Indeed without using OAuth on the client applications and by just connecting directly via the username
and password, several problems and limitations arise: first of all, apps store the user’s password, so they
get complete access to user’s account and the user is not able to revoke this access unless he/she changes
his/her password, also compromised apps can reveal the user’s password.
Before stepping forward to the implementation phase, several concept should be defined:
1. Resource owner: User
2. Resource server: The API host
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3. Authorization server: Often the same as resource server
4. Client: Third-party apps
5. Authorization Grant: Is a credential representing the resource owner's authorization (to access its
protected resources) used by the client to obtain an access token. This specification defines four
grant types: authorization code, implicit, resource owner password credentials, and client
credentials. The authorization code grant type is the most common OAuth2.0 flow and also is
used for this project. It is obtained by using an authorization server as an intermediary between
the client and resource owner. Instead of requesting authorization directly from the resource
owner, the client directs the resource owner to an authorization server, which in turn directs the
resource owner back to the client with the authorization code. The authorization code provides a
few important security benefits, such as the ability to authenticate the client, as well as the
transmission of the access token directly to the client without passing it through the resource
owner's user-agent and potentially exposing it to others, including the resource owner.20
6. Access Token: Is a credential used to access protected resources. It is a string representing an
authorization issued to the client. The string is usually opaque to the client. Tokens represent
specific scopes and durations of access, granted by the resource owner, and enforced by the
resource server and authorization server.
7. Refresh Token: Is a credential used to obtain access token. Refresh tokens are issued to the client
by the authorization server and are used to obtain a new access token when the current access
token becomes invalid or expires.

It has been highly recommended to use OAuth 2.0 on HTTPS protocol, but I have edited this
authentication mechanism in a way that can also work proper on HTTP with issuing security vulnerability
assessment. In other words, it has been designed and optimized to provide two-layer security
functionality, and to be as much reliable as possible.

20

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749#section-1.3
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5.1 How a usual OAuth works
In continue, it is mentioned how a usual OAuth works and how the authentication of a user is
accomplished.
According to Figure 10, for accessing the protected resources on the resource server few steps should be
followed, to make it clearer, here a scenario has been defined:

1
2

3

4

5

6

7
8

Figure 10 usual OAuth dance

Imagine a scenario that Bob is a user of a web service and he owns resources on this web service
(personal details in this case), in fact these resources are stored on a resource server (e.g. learningcontext.de) and can be accessible over an API. He visits a third party web/mobile application (called a
client) where this application wants to use his resources but the resource server’s API requires user
authentication. In this step, he clicks on “log in” in the client application, and he is redirected to the
resource server and asked to sign in (step 1 in Figure 10), which in this case the redirected URL is like:
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http://learning-context.de/authorise?response_type=code&client_id=12345&redirect_uri=http://clientapp.
de/&scope=profile
The resource server then precisely tells him the specified data the client wants to access (step 2). He
authorizes the application and the server redirects him back to the client with an authorization code in the
query string (step 3 and 4) e.g.:
http://clientapp.de/redirect?code=12345abcde.
Afterwards the authorization code is sent for an access token (step 5 and 6) e.g.:
http://learning-context.de/token?code=12345abcde&client_id=12345&client_secret=123abc&redirect_ur
i=http://clientapp.de/profile.
This token can then be used as authorization by the client to access the speciﬁed resources for a period of
time (step 7 and 8).
Briefly, OAuth gives permission to resource owners to delegate resource access rights to third parties:
-

No sharing of passwords with third-party apps.

-

Authorize to certain specified resources with a limited time.

-

Can revoke consent given to the third-party apps.

Whereas sharing passwords approach with third-party apps:
-

Is unreliable.

-

Has undesired level of access.

-

Has no revoke possibility.

5.2. Optimization
To address security issues like man in the middle attack, eavesdropping etc. on unsafe
communications (HTTP) I got to the point that I should define a cryptography protocol in which requests
and responses can be transferred successfully with the lowest security warnings.
Therefore as it is shown in Figure 11, I have changed the steps after the application is authorized (from
step 8 in Figure 10), which means the resource server stores the hash of token in the database in addition
to allocating and saving the plain token. Afterwards by having the plain token in the client side, for every
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resource request, the user should first calculate the hash of this token via sha1 algorithm and then send it
together with specified elements -- _data: which depends on the function type, _nonce: a random
generated string, _h_t: the hashed token, _h: the hashed value of (data + token + nonce) -- to the server
in order to being qualified.

Client

Resource Server
Request token
Authorization code
Exchange code for token
Token response

Use token to ask resources

Access request

Access request:
hashed_token, data, nonce,
hash(token+data+nonce)

Protected resource

Find out the token
from hashed_token

Calculate hash՜
(token+data_nonce)

Access approved

Access denied

Yes

?

Compare if
hash = hash՜

No

Figure 11 our edited version of user authentication
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According to Figure 11, the plain token together with the predefined data and the nonce string are hashed
and sent to the server in order to identify whether the client is still the same client of the authorization step
and no eavesdropping and man-in-the-middle attack has happened. In this way, by having the hashed
token, the resource server is looking for the plain token in the access token table in database and after
finding it, by existing _nonce and _data the hash of these joint values are calculated and compared
with the sent client hash value (_h), thus if these values are equal then access request is qualified and
accordingly the requested resource are sent back to the client, otherwise the access is blocked.
To show how it works in practice, I have implemented two software prototypes, which are a proof of
concept. One of them is an android application and the other one is a desktop application. A simple Sign
In button have been included in both apps in order to show how the login process works and how future
developers can use it in their own application. Furthermore, I wanted to make sure that the authentication
process can be accomplished without any problem or security issue, and it is consistent with both mobile
and desktop applications.in the following of this chapter, the Learning Context Project API and the
software prototypes are explained in details.

5.3. The Learning Context Project API
The Learning Context Project API is the authentication-programming interface to Learning
Context Project (LCP). It can be used to integrate your mobile application or website with LCP. This
enables users to connect to own resources without spreading their credentials on third parties.

5.3.1. Authorizing API requests
Every request that your application sends to the LCP API needs to identify your application to
LCP. For this purpose, you need to use the App secret you get when defining your project.
To obtain an App secret:
1. Register on http://www.learning-context.de/user/register.
2. Go to http://www.learning-context.de/apikey/show.
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3. Create a project. Fill the fields in Request New Project; select the Scopes, which will be described in
the following section 5.3.2, and press the Request button. An example can be found in Figure 12.
4. After approving your request by admin, you can see the App secret in the same URL.

Figure 12 Request new project-- sample

5.3.2. Authorization scopes
Scopes are strings that enable or forbid access to particular resources, such as user profile. You
define the appropriate scopes when you are creating your project for certain authorization requests, which
then displays appropriate permissions text in a consent dialog that is presented to a user. Once the user
consents to the permissions in the authorization step, the LCP sends a token to your app, which identifies
the specific authorization grant. In other words, the scopes and token determine what user data the user
gives your app permission to access. An app that makes a call with no predefined scope can access to
none of the users’ resources. Currently there are three scopes in the LCP, which the number of scopes will
increase while developing the upcoming version 4 of the API. These scopes in Table 1 with user consent
provide access to otherwise restricted user data.
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Scope

Description

Posting Events

Posting new events to the model

Reading Environmental Events

Reading the environmental events of the model (GPS, loudness, ...)

Profile

Access to profile data
Table 1 Available scopes

5.3.3. Revoking access to a token or application
When you grant an application access to your account, that application can see and modify the
information you had given permission. Certain applications are listed under your profile setting. If you
ever lose your phone, you can revoke access to the LCP services on that phone. If you later find your
phone, you will just need to sign in to LCP again with your username and password by using the OAuth
protocol. This access privilege should only be granted to applications, which you fully trust and are
installed on your personal computer, phone, or tablet. If you have granted read and write access to an app
you do not trust, I recommend that you revoke this permission by clicking the Revoke access button in the
following link:
http://www.learning-context.de/settings/show
Figure 13 shows the sample-setting page in which a list of granted applications can be seen.

5.4. Quick-start authentication prototype for PHP
This one app defines how future apps should implement the authentication process. The app
demonstrates:


Using Sign-In button to get an OAuth 2.0 access token.



Exchanging the refresh token for an access token when the access token is expired.



Making the LCP API requests with the access token.

5.4.1. Requirements
PHP 5.3 or later and a web server.
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Figure 13 Sample setting page of a user

5.4.2. How to set up the authentication prototype for PHP
After creating your application and by having your App secret (see 5.3.1. Authorizing API
requests) you can follow these steps to run the authentication prototype for PHP:
1. Get the latest version of the prototype. For this, download the application as a zip file from here
https://github.com/elyasnew/PHP-Demo/archive/master.zip, extract the libraries and sample
codes to the location that your web server can host files.
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2. You need to change “client_id” to the App ID you get once you create a project, in the
following directory: /src/OAuth2Demo/Client/Controllers/CoopOAuthController.php
For example: 'client_id' => '12', //your App ID
Also, change the “client_secret” to the App secret of your project
For example: 'client_secret' => '1234567890abcdefgh', //your App secret
3. After setting up the project and configuring the CoopOAuthController.php, the app is ready to
run. If you have successfully installed PHP on your system, start the “web” folder with the
following command:

php -S localhost:8085

Otherwise, if you are using Wamp or Xampp just point the URL to the “web” directory.
Users are redirected to the authentication server by pressing the login button, which in this case
they are able to give access to the client application. After consenting, users are redirected back to
the main page of the prototype in order to make a request or post a new request.

5.5. Quick-start authentication prototype for Android
This one app defines how future apps should implement the authentication process. The app
demonstrates using the LCP Sign-In button, using SDK methods to make requests to activities and
environments in the Learning Context Project.

5.5.1. Requirements


A physical mobile device based on android OS to use for developing and testing.



The latest version of the Android SDK, including the SDK Tools component. The SDK is
available from the Android SDK Manager.



Your project to compile against Android 2.3 (Gingerbread) or higher.



Eclipse configured to use Java 1.6
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5.5.2. How to set up the authentication prototype for Android
After creating your application and by having your App secret (see 5.3.1. Authorizing API
requests) you can follow these steps to run the prototype:
1. Download the project from https://github.com/elyasnew/Android-Demo/archive/master.zip.
2. Launch Eclipse.
3. Select File > Import > Android > Existing Android Code Into Workspace and click Next.
4. Select Browse.... Enter the path to your Android-Demo app directory. Click Finish.
You need to change

“CLIENT_ID”

to the App ID you get once you create a project, in the

following directory: /src/eles/clientoauth/AuthorizationActivity.java
For example: private static final String CLIENT_ID = “12”, //your App ID
Also, change the “CLIENT_SECRET” to the App secret of your project
For example: private static final String CLIENT_SECRET = "1234567890abcdefgh",
//your App secret
5. Connect your physical device to your machine
by USB. Alternatively, you can install and use
android emulator.
6. Save the changes and select Run to test the
demo app. Choose Android application and a
physical device if prompted. The application
will launch on your physical device and look
like Figure 14.

Verify that the project is configured correctly:

Figure 14 Android Demo App view

Now that the app is running, you can verify that it is configured correctly by following these steps:


In the app, press the “Click To Authorize” button.



You will be redirected to the CLP authorization page



Log in to your account.
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An authorization screen like Figure 15 should be displayed. If not, then your App ID and App
secret does not match your running app.



By authorizing the request, you will be redirected back to app. Then, you are able to make a
new request on your own resources.

Figure 15 Sample authorization screen

The significant code sections of these two prototypes can be seen in the appendices:
A. AuthorizationActivity.java
B. MainActivity.java
C. OAuthController.php
D. How to implement refresh token
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6. Final evaluation and discussions
At this step, two already implemented apps, named BigBrother (by Hendrik Thüs [9]) and
SmartDay (by Christian Janßen [10]), are taken into account for the evaluation and review by different
group of people with different professions, in order to understand what specifications have to be added or
removed in the next generations, and to understand how to make them as much user friendly and reliable
as possible. However, it remains to be seen how users’ privacy will be handled when such new ideas are
implemented.

6.1. Preparation for interviews
I decided to conduct this evaluation part in person in order to achieve a better overview of users’
thoughts and their wish list. For this purpose, several questions were prepared and appointments were
being adjusted with people. The average time of interview was about 1 hour which in this period I tried to
keep users involved during the whole period of interview, therefore at the first stage, general questions
related to the security of mobile applications and the reasons of why some applications get popular, were
being asked. Further two considered applications (BigBrother and SmartDay) and their purposes were
explained to the interviewees. Accordingly, several related questions were provided in order to seek
advice from users and involving them in brainstorming. The primary objective is to improve the users’
privacy and UI design of these applications. Although similar questions had been asked in initial survey,
but throughout my interviews, I have tried to consider my users conceptual model of privacy and design
in detail. In addition, to find out what important and urgent problems are in users’ decision-making
process?

6.2. Results
At the final stage, I succeeded to conduct interview with 18 persons out of which 15 were
students at the time of interview and 3 of them were working as employee. 6 of the chosen interviewees
were female and 12 of them were male. The age range of interviewees was from 20 to 30.
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Concluding form all feedbacks, users’ notes and records I
started to analyze these data in order to achieve user
8; 44%

10; 56%

requirements for our system. The followings are
remarkable results from my interview:
 People with different study background were
taken into account, which it is shown in Figure
17. In addition, the ration of computer science to

Computer science

Non-Computer science

Figure 16 Number of CS and non-CS people

non-computer science can be seen in Figure 16.

Biology ; 1

Sustainable
energy supply ; 1

Communication ;
1
Chemical
engineering; 1

Informatics; 5

Environmental
engineering; 1
Metallurgy ; 1

Software system
engineering; 2

Architecture; 1

Electronic; 1

Power
engineering ; 1

Mechanical
engineering; 2

Figure 17 People with different professions taken into account

 At the beginning, interviewees were asked to tell what specifications persuade them to download
and motivate them to keep an application. The purpose of this question was to understand
whether in their answers they would point out the importance of privacy or security as criteria for
downloading an application. However, this was asked before in my initial questionnaire, the
difference is, in the initial survey this issue had been answered in multiple and privacy was one of
the options but here users were asked the same question with opportunity of open-ended answers.
The result was surprising since only one of the interviewees mentioned privacy as an important
factor for downloading and keeping an application. 14 of candidates preferred the apps that could
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meet their needs and are efficient for daily use, such as Google Keep, DBahn, WhatsApp, Skype
etc. 8 of them informed that they would take a look at the rating and the number of downloads
before pressing the download button. Ease of use, simplicity, no ads and attractive user interface
were the major factors affecting users’ decisions to remove or keep an application. The
interesting part was that the female interviewees would rather rely on getting advice from their
friends about the usability of an application while males would like to give advice to their friends
and convince them for downloading an application. The other important notes can be seen in
Figure 18.

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Figure 18 Important features from the users’ perspective

As you may have noticed from figure above, only records with at least two similar ideas have
been illustrated for the sake of greater understanding across the huge amount of texts and a
smoother flow of information, though you can find all candidates’ notes in the digital document
(CD) of this thesis.
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Further, I was focusing on finding whether candidates read the apps permissions before clicking
on accept button during installation process, or they would skip it. I supposed every candidate say
“yes of course I do read, who does not?” but the answers were against of my hypothesis. 5 out of
6 females informed that they would never take care about those permissions and terms &
conditions, since they do not understand it and sometimes it is so long to read. Our target group
for this question was more the candidates who own an android device, since app permissions on
iPhone and iPad function differently. By installing an app on iPhone, you are not making any
choices about permissions. You are choosing to allow certain basic permissions and not granting
it any special permissions like access to your GPS or contacts. To use certain permissions —e.g.
to access GPS, Contacts, Calendars— the app requests the permission when it needs to use it. For
example, when you install Google Maps or another mapping app, it will show a pop-up asking to
view your location when you first use its mapping features. If an app needs users’ contacts for a
certain feature, users only see a contacts permission prompt when they first use that specific
feature. Due to this reason, 3 out of 4 candidates who had iPhone as primary smartphone
responded that they have never paid
Yes

No

attention to those permissions. 9 out of
14 interviewees who has android
device said they have never read those
7; 39%

permissions and 2 of them had even no
11; 61%

idea what I was talking about. Total
result can be seen in Figure 19.

Figure 19 Responses regarding to read app permissions
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 To become more familiar with users' concern, in the next step, interviewees were asked about the
safety and security scales of the application they are going to download. In other words,
candidates were asked about the essentials that are required in general for an application to ensure
their privacy. Also about the possible ways in which a user can make sure his/her data is not sent
to third parties. The surprising responses were, 8 of candidates said in their discussions there is no
way to make sure about the security of an application since data are believed to be accessible
everywhere and especially by NSA. Also 4 of interviewees said they do not care at all and
security of an application is not their concern because they have no sensitive data to worry about.
4 persons told in their talk that they always download apps from Google Play or App Store and
believe that every app in Google or Apple market is safe enough since those companies have
tough rules for uploading an application. 4 interviewees mentioned in their notes if an application
is released by a well-known company like Cisco, Samsung, Google, Facebook, Twitter and etc., it
is more likely a good application which has no third party sources backing it. 4 persons said if an
application has been downloaded for many times (more than 500,000) and also has high ranking
in market, then this application can be much reliable. High rating, reading reviews and feedbacks,
googling and apps with no ads, were other essential requirements which candidates mentioned
during their
talk.
Top ranking, number of download

In

Figure 20,

No ads and 3d parties

all records

Not to share automatically
I don't care, it's not my concern
By reading its reviews and feedbacks
Try to look at its RAM consumption and…
Try to search and read about it

with

at

least

two
similar

There is no way
Released by well-known company

ideas

By just downloading from app store or…
High rating

shown.
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 20 essential requirements to ensure users’ privacy
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 In the following questions, they were asked whether they have ever trusted/used any application,
which uses their Facebook/Twitter/G+ account, in order to see how much users rely on third
parties. We needed to understand how much people know about open authentication method and
its benefits. When I collected the answers and sorted them by computer science and noncomputer science group, I ended up with several significant points. Indeed none of the computer
science members has used such applications, except one who always follow technology news.
They had no idea about open authentication process and never connected any apps to their social
account. It was like finding a new window for them. 9 out of 10 members of this group said that
they would prefer to create a new account. After giving explanation about OAuth and describing
how the whole process works to access their resources on the client application, they all changed
their mind and agreed that they would use it, which was also surprising to me. It is observed that
if people have enough knowledge about a topic their decisions might be changed. Therefore
providing a video tutorial and explaining everything in detail might be considered as an effective
solution.
In contrast, almost all of
the

candidates

No, because …

from

computer science group

I only use it if I get good feedback
from others

said that they have used
and

trusted

such

applications.

No more

registration,

no

Yes, I trust and use

0

more

passwords, no more need

2

4

6

8

10

Figure 21 users' concerns about third parties

for profile creation, possibility to follow friends in related social network, were the advantages
mentioned by this group. In opposite share activities and irrelevant post on walls without their
permission were the most irritating matters for them. The remarkable answers of interviewees can
be seen in Figure 21.
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 After getting all ideas of users about users’ privacy and security related issues, I started to explain
BigBrother and SmartDay for interviewees and described how these apps work, what the
functionalities of each is and what the purpose of implementing and evaluating them is. Later on,
candidates were asked whether they would trust such applications, which track and analyze their
data or not. And if not, under which circumstances their decision would change? At the
beginning, almost every one of them said they would not trust, since they were seeing no reason
for using such apps. They were curiously asking why we should use such tracking application
when we do not even trust its server. Or why should we allow an application to track our mobile
camera? But after more explanation about server side specifications and also by giving this
guarantee that they are able to delete all of their personal data whenever they want, only 4 of
them got convinced that they would rather use it in future when more functionalities comes into
it. 2 candidates mentioned that they would never rely on these applications under no conditions.
Others brought many clauses which if are provided or fixed in next versions they might use.
These clauses can be seen in Figure 22.

If I make sure that my data is not being shared
anywhere and I am the only person
who has access to my data
If data are saved in decentralized mode
If data are being saved with kind of encryption
algorithms
If released by well-known company and gets high
rating and good reviews
Only if data are saved on my local device and not on
any server (can be an option which I chose to upload
my data whenever I want, or never upload)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Figure 22 users' clauses for using BigBrother and SmartDay apps

The common point of all candidates’ talk was, they all were looking for somebody who can
guarantee the security of BigBrother app and who can ensure their privacy by using it. For
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instance, they mooted if I say that application is 100% secure and safe they could rely much more
on it. We can conclude here, word of mouth marketing can affect users’ decision-making much
more than we thought before. It means if a person recommends an application to his friend and
just talk about its advantages for him, after a while his friend is also convinced that this
application might be trustworthy and he again recommends it to his friends and this loop becomes
bigger and bigger.
 In continue interviewees were asked to tell us about every opinion or recommendation they have,
which can help us to improve SmartDay and BigBrother apps. In response, 12 persons argued
about multiplicity of apps, and disagreed with having two separated apps. In other words, they
proposed to make these two apps as one single application. 9 of candidates were grumbling for
lack of notification system. For instance, many of them proposed a notification system in a case
when someone is wasting his times on social networks or game apps, a notification message
should pop up and alert him. As candidates’ opinions vary, a list of notes with the numbers of
participants has been provided and can be seen in table below.

Comments

CNT

Make them as one application

12

There should be a notification system which users be able to customize it

9

More functionalities are needed for SmartDay, e.g. there should be an option

7

that I can see which application consumes how much battery and RAM, or to
see how much I talked per day and etc.
BigBrother is a scary name, please change it

5

Improve BigBrother user interface, its setting is not clear enough (lack of

4

visibility) Why should I first stop the service and then setting appears?
Make it more intuitive, more user friendly and more catchy
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4

Except of daily output, include weekly and monthly output, there should be a

4

way that I can compare days with each other
Background color of SmartDay should be changed. Black is not good. The

3

menu in SmartDay should be colored with different colors
Psychologically tells me how I am using my mobile device, gives me advice

2

about my smartphone usage, and how much I should spend on which apps
Add Gamification

2

BigBrother should be more interactive, e.g. by clicking start service real time

1

data should be shown to the user, username and password should be faded out
There should be an option to save my data just on my local device and not in

2

any server. There should be an option to select whether I want to upload or not
Add intuitive icons for every item in setting, use switch button instead of

1

checkboxes
The BigBrother should scan all the applications I installed on my device and

1

then asks me which apps I need to be tracked. I may not need all of my
applications being tracked
Bring the pie chart view to the timeline view, next to the bar chart (show chart

1

view and timeline view in one tab)
SmartDay should not show me the empty days for an interval (only days with

1

available data) (no vain scrolling!)
There might be a good idea if SmartDay can analyze my date and predict the
usage of my mobile device for next week or month
It would be nice if you could define a plan for using applications by
BigBrother. For instance define a session to not use Facebook app more than
45 min and after reaching this time a notification message should alert me
Table 2 BigBrother and SmartDay improvements
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1

 After getting interviewees’ ideas and comments about BigBrother and SmartDay apps, they were
asked about including social network support to these apps. 8 of them agreed and mentioned that
there should be a sense of competition in friends, and followers should motivate each other, like
in the Duolingo21 application. As an example, users should be able to see the first three apps used
by their friends per day, and the time left for each. Alternatively, it can be seen who was more
successful in period of exams’ time and what he was doing with his smartphone during this time.
In opposite of agreed group, 7 of candidates disagreed with the sociability idea, and said they do
not like their data to be shared. “I do not like
0; 0%

to compare myself with others”, “I don’t like
to share because then I am not honest with
myself” then and “I don’t like anybody knows
about my usage of my mobile device” were

8; 100%

some of the reasons this group mentioned in

Private

Public

their talk. 3 other candidates said there could
be a good idea only if they can choose what to
share

and

then

share

it

Figure 23 answers of 8 positive respondents about sharing
functionality

manually.

Nevertheless, positive respondents were asked whether they would like to share in public or
private and the suppressing answers illustrated in Figure 23.
 I ended up my interviews by asking candidates whether they think applications like SmartDay
and Bigbrother would help them to learn, how to analyze real life situations using smartphones.
In other words, do they think the outcome of such applications can help them to have a better
time management in their daily life?
Responses vary among participants; two said this type of apps could only help them if an efficient
notification system is included to them. They could have a better time management with those
apps if for instance a pop up message notifies them while they are wasting most of their time on

21

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.duolingo&hl=en
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social apps. One said it may only help him when he has exam and need to manage his time
otherwise there is no usability in them. One other mentioned he might use it if more
specifications and features are coming while another one said that he knows what he is doing with
his smartphone so it can never help him. An interviewee stated that it could help her if artificial
intelligence is used in order to predict her usage of smartphone for next week or next month. A
person acknowledged that he is not addicted to using smartphone and it cannot help him in any
way. In addition, two participants declared that they have been always looking for such apps that
can tell them how many hours they spent time on their smartphone at the end of a day or week.

Overall, it is noticed from the results of my initial survey and final evaluation that, females are more
willing to rely on tracking applications, especially if an expert gives them a guarantee that the respective
app is safe enough. However, privacy concerns were important issues for both men and women, with or
without informatics background. Moreover, I found that females are more willing to get advice from their
friends while males are more likely to recommend an application to their friends. Ease of use, attractive
UI design, respecting users’ privacy, no advertisement, and sociability were respectively the most
significant reasons of downloading and keeping an application. Downloading straight from official
markets was mentioned as the best way to make sure that an application is secure. Participants mentioned
that by reading other users’ reviews and comments they could have a better decision-making power about
safety scale of an application. Contributors with IT-related profession could admit simpler to connect an
app through their social network accounts. With respect to my respondents’ comments, acquiring
permissions for an application would not propel them to this conclusion that the respective app is
malicious. However, it makes users more curious to find out the reason of that permission request.

6.3. Prototype
By collecting interviewees’ feedbacks about improving the user interface design and
functionalities of the BigBrother and SmartDay apps, I came up with a new prototype design which tries
to cover all the suggestions of our user study. As depicted in the comments of Table 2, most of our
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participants agreed that these two applications should be combined in a single application. Therefore, the
main objective of this prototype is to present an optimal design of integration. It is attempted to delineate
every comment in table 2. In the following, snapshots of the old user interface of each application and the
new proposed-design are shown.
Figure 24 shows the current version of the BigBrother app, which gets the username and password from
the user directly. In this case if a user does not rely on this application, he/she will not enter his/her
credentials. In contrast, the proposed application works based on OAuth and a single Sign-In button,
which solves the problem of spreading passwords. User interface of this prototype is depicted in figure
25.

Figure 25 the new proposed user interface design,
which works based on OAuth with single Sign-In
button

Figure 24 the current version of the BigBrother app
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Figure 26 shows how the SmartDay and BigBrother apps are integrated into a single application and how
the main page is modified. As it is noticed from Figure 24 and 27, the checkbox has been replaced by
switch button (ON/OFF). Moreover, the name “BigBrother” has been removed from it since the
interviewees declared that as a frightening name. I have named this integrated application, “Device
Tracker” and renamed “Bigbrother” and “SmartDay” into “Collector” and “Visualizer” respectively. In
addition, one new button has been added for offline/online mode. Therefore, unless a user has decided to
keep his/her data on his/her own mobile device, they are not sent to the server and thus the Visualizer
reads data straight from the user’s device memory.

Figure 26 the proposed integrated UI design

Figure 27 the proposed UI design for BigBrother app
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By switching the “Mode” into online, the option “Transfer via Wi-Fi only” is activated and the user is
able to turn it off in order to send the real-time data to the server through the cellular network. Moreover,
the number of generated and transferred events can be seen now as a real-time feedback. Because when
the “Start Service” button was triggered before, no feedback was given to the user inside the application.
The current setting page of the BigBrother app is illustrated in Figure 28. In the new proposed UI design,
as shown in Figure 29, regarding the interviewees’ feedbacks, all the checkboxes have been replaced by
switch buttons and for every item, an appropriate icon has been added.

Figure 28 the current setting page of the BigBrother
app

Figure 29 the proposed UI design for the setting page
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As shown in Figure 30, the current notification system does not give efficient information to the user in
the first glance. In contrast, as depicted in Figure 31, the new proposed notification system consists of the
total time spent by user on his/her device. Also based on the data-analysis, few recommendations are
proposed on how to improve his/her time management.
Figure 32 illustrates the current version of the SmartDay app, which is running on a large mobile screen
device (10 inch). And interviewees were arguing that this is not efficient for small screen (4 or 5 inch). To
solve this issue, the tab “ChartView” has been renamed into “Details” in the proposed user interface
design. Moreover, all details and bar charts have been removed, except the timeline itself.

Figure 30 the current notification system

Figure 31 the new proposed notification system.
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By touching every rectangle in the “Timleline” view, only the name of that, with respect to its color is
shown on the top right of the timeline. In this way, users could have less redundancy and more space to
play with. This new proposed UI design can be seen in Figure 33 and Figure 34.

Figure 32 the current version of SmartDay

Figure 33 the new proposed UI design for SmartDay
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To make the SmartDaty app simpler, as depicted in Figure 35, all other options and tabs have been moved
to the setting’s section.

Figure 34 the pie chart and other respective information are shown in Details tab

Figure 35 all other options can be found from the setting button
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Altogether, it is comprehended that, good design does not only mean look simple. Several participants felt
that the BigBrother app was so simple that it did not provide them with enough information to make a
decision to use it or not. They mentioned that with a single “Start Service” button they could not
understand what that app exactly does. The final survey revealed the ways in which a design can miss
opportunities to earn users’ trust. We need to understand and design for the factors that matter to people
since majority of people trust an application when they could have good feeling with the design of that
application. In the new proposed design, it is tried to keep users’ data offline unless they decide to have
them on clouds. A user can log in via OAuth instead of entering his/her username and password directly. I
have attempted to use light colors rather than dark colors since users have stereotype of spywares for
softwares with dark UI. From the comments, we found that the unpleasant names like “BigBrother” could
have a direct impact on users’ decision-making process. Security and privacy are increasingly a key
concern for users and they want to know that a company or a developer has their best interests in mind.
By considering all users’ comments, I have tried to bring the sense of trustworthiness into my new
proposed design and respect users’ interests and privacy.
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7. Conclusion
In this chapter, the whole process of developing the open authentication server and users’
comments about the security of mobile applications are summarized. It is described where problems
occurred during the user study and implementation part, and what future works can be done regarding this
thesis.

7.1. Summary
Privacy and security policies have always been the important concern for users, especially in use
of mobile devices. The importance of this issue increases when most of today applications need internet
access to run. As described in chapter 3, a vast amount of research has been done regarding privacy
problems, although each one has its own flaws and merits, but still no certain solution that guarantee users
that the information they submit will not be sold or disseminated to other businesses. Besides, the
question of why some applications need permission is an open issue and sometimes there is no logical
reason behind that for end-users.
In this project, by collecting information from our user study, I tried to become acquainted with users’
basic needs in order to see what influential factors motivate users to download and keep an application.
My initial hypothesis was that, privacy is the most important concern of users in downloading an
application, but it turns out that simplicity, ease of use and impressive layout design of an application,
play the most important roles. With respect to my survey and interviews outcome, almost 60% of the
participants believed that their privacy might be violated when that app is trying to connect via a social
account. Furthermore, with analyzing the data I came to the point that positive reviews and rating of an
application can effect directly on giving users a necessity to download an application. On the other hand,
the existence of advertisements in an app would lead to the impression of third party connection and less
confidence on privacy and security of that application.
In the second phase of this thesis, a user authentication system based on OAuth ver. 2.0 was implemented
and optimized. The algorithm has been designed in a way to run on the HTTP and to deliver higher ratio
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of security and privacy. The objective of setting up this system was to help integrating the authentication
system of the Learning Context Project. In addition, developers of the LCP project do not need to
implement a login process or profile creation for their mobile or desktop applications anymore. Instead,
by using OAuth a more secure approach can be achieved for both users and developers, and users will not
be worrying anymore about spreading their password on client apps.
At the final phase, according to the interviewees’ feedbacks, a sample prototype for the integration of the
SmartDay and BigBrother apps was prepared. In the new design, it was tried to exclude all those negative
flaws, which led users to have a negative impression, and included the suggested and requested functions.
It was tried to use lighter colors rather than dark colors and to make it look as much user friendly as
possible.

7.2. Challenges and Future Work
I had several difficulties in the initial survey and evaluation part. Despite of attempts to collect more data
and interview more people I only succeeded to have 116 participants in the initial survey and 18
candidates for the final evaluation, which this issue might make our statistical results non-reliance. In
addition, I expected in my initial survey, every participant gives the appropriate answers to the openended questions, but many of those questions were answered with short words or no response, which this
issue also limited our data set. Whilst implementing phase, due to the difficulties of PHP and Android
programming, a lot of time was spent on comprehending subject matters. At last, unfortunately with
respect to my time domain, I had no time for user evaluation of my prototype.
Therefore, it might be interesting to evaluate and develop this integrated application as a future work and
later on improve it by adding more functionalities. Right now, the Visualizer part only query the position
and the apps that a user opens, but later on, for instance by querying the volume sensor a user can find out
for how much time he was in meetings or classes, or by querying the camera sensor a user could figure
out how much time he spent on photography per day or per week and so on. Custom user-defined element
collections and voice assistant are other functionalities that can be brought up in the future work. It can
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also be utilized for different kinds of mobile devices in different screen sizes, such as iPhones,
BlackBerrys, or Windows Phones. Thus, there is the possibility to use the same service on various kinds
of smartphones. The last interesting future work to improve the security and privacy of the LCP project is
to implement a decentralized server, based on peer-to-peer algorithms. The advantage of such a system is
that if this server is attacked, users can be sure that their raw data are not yet accessible. Moreover, people
could also host their own set of information and decide who will have access to their data. In addition, for
providing the highest ratio of security for end users, the symmetric cryptographies can be implemented
for storing and reading data to/from database.
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Appendices

A. AuthorizationActivity.java
public class AuthorizationActivity extends Activity {
private WebView webview;
private
private
private
private
private

static
static
static
static
static

private
private
private
private
private
private

static
String
String
String
String
String

final
final
final
final
final

String
String
String
String
String

uri = "http://oauth.learning-context.de/";
CLIENT_ID = ""; //The App ID
CLIENT_SECRET = ""; //The API Key
RESPONSE_TYPE = "code";
REDIRECT_URI = "context-learning://clientauth";
String state = "";
responseURL = "";
responseData = "";
refresh_token = "";
token = "";
expiresIn = "";

@Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState){
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
setContentView(R.layout.authorization_view);
setUpViews();
}
private void setUpViews(){
webview = (WebView)findViewById(R.id.web_view);
state = RandomString.randomString(55);
StringBuilder str = new StringBuilder();
str.append(uri);
str.append("authorize?client_id=");
str.append(CLIENT_ID);
str.append("&response_type=");
str.append(RESPONSE_TYPE);
str.append("&redirect_uri=");
str.append(REDIRECT_URI);
str.append("&state=");
str.append(state);
webview.setWebViewClient(new WebViewClient(){
@Override
public boolean shouldOverrideUrlLoading(WebView view,
String url){
view.loadUrl(url);
return true;
}
@Override
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public void onPageFinished(WebView view, String url) {
if(url.contains("code=")){
String txt = url.split("code=")[1];
String code = txt.split("&")[0];
if(!code.equals("")){
JSONObject jsonObj = null;
try {
responseURL = new
PostDataTask().execute(new String[]
{code}).get();
jsonObj = new
JSONObject(responseURL);
token =
jsonObj.getString("access_token");
expiresIn =
jsonObj.getString("expires_in");
refresh_token =
jsonObj.getString("refresh_token");
responseData = new
GetDataTask().execute(new String[]
{token}).get();
} catch (InterruptedException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (ExecutionException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (JSONException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
Intent returnIntent = new Intent();
returnIntent.putExtra("response",
responseData);
returnIntent.putExtra("access_token",
token);
returnIntent.putExtra("refresh_token",
refresh_token);
returnIntent.putExtra("expiresIn",
expiresIn);
setResult(Activity.RESULT_OK,
returnIntent);
finish();
}
}
else if(url.contains("error")){
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setResult(Activity.RESULT_CANCELED);
finish();
}
}
});
webview.loadUrl(str.toString());
}
private class PostDataTask extends AsyncTask<String, Void, String> {
protected String doInBackground(String... data) {
ArrayList<NameValuePair> nvp = getPostData(data[0]);
try {
HttpClient httpclient = new DefaultHttpClient();
HttpPost httppost = new HttpPost(uri + "token");
httppost.setEntity(new UrlEncodedFormEntity(nvp));
HttpResponse response = httpclient.execute(httppost);
HttpEntity entity = response.getEntity();
if (entity != null) {
InputStream instream = entity.getContent();
BufferedInputStream bis = new
BufferedInputStream(instream);
ByteArrayBuffer baf = new ByteArrayBuffer(50);
int current = 0;
while ((current = bis.read()) != -1) {
baf.append((byte) current);
}
String html = new String(baf.toByteArray());
return html;
}
} catch (ClientProtocolException e) {
Log.e("error", "There was a protocol based error");
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.e("error", "There was an IO Stream related
error");
}
return "";
}
}
private ArrayList<NameValuePair> getPostData(String data) {
ArrayList<NameValuePair> nvp = new ArrayList<NameValuePair>();
nvp.add(new BasicNameValuePair("client_id", CLIENT_ID));
nvp.add(new BasicNameValuePair("client_secret", CLIENT_SECRET));
nvp.add(new BasicNameValuePair("grant_type",
"authorization_code"));
nvp.add(new BasicNameValuePair("code", data));
nvp.add(new BasicNameValuePair("redirect_uri", REDIRECT_URI));
return nvp;
}
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private class GetDataTask extends AsyncTask<String, Void, String> {
protected String doInBackground(String... data) {
try {
HttpClient httpclient = new DefaultHttpClient();
HttpGet httpget = new HttpGet(uri + "api/me");
httpget.addHeader("Authorization", "Bearer " +
data[0]);
HttpResponse response = httpclient.execute(httpget);
HttpEntity entity = response.getEntity();
if (entity != null) {
InputStream instream = entity.getContent();
BufferedInputStream bis = new
BufferedInputStream(instream);
ByteArrayBuffer baf = new ByteArrayBuffer(50);
int current = 0;
while ((current = bis.read()) != -1) {
baf.append((byte) current);
}
String html = new String(baf.toByteArray());
Log.d("response", html);
return html;
}
} catch (ClientProtocolException e) {
Log.e("error", "There was a protocol based error");
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.e("error", "There was an IO Stream related
error");
}
return "";
}
}
}
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B. MainActivity.java

public class MainActivity extends Activity {
private Button btn_auth;
private Button btn_req;
public static String userToken;
public static String userId;
@Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
setContentView(R.layout.activity_main);
if (savedInstanceState == null) {
getFragmentManager().beginTransaction()
.add(R.id.container, new
PlaceholderFragment()).commit();
}
btn_auth = (Button) findViewById(R.id.btn_auth);
btn_req = (Button) findViewById(R.id.btn_request);
btn_auth.setOnClickListener(new Button.OnClickListener() {
@Override
public void onClick(View v) {
try {
beginAuthorization();
} catch (Exception e) {
}
}
});
btn_req.setOnClickListener(new Button.OnClickListener() {
@Override
public void onClick(View v) {
try {
makeRequest();
} catch (Exception e) {
}
}
});
}
private void beginAuthorization(){
Intent intent = new Intent(this, AuthorizationActivity.class);
startActivityForResult(intent, 0);
}
private void makeRequest(){
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Intent intent = new Intent(this, ResourceActivity.class);
startActivityForResult(intent, 1);
}
@Override
protected void onActivityResult(int requestCode, int resultCode, Intent
data) {
if (resultCode == Activity.RESULT_CANCELED && requestCode == 0) {
TextView txtview = (TextView)findViewById(R.id.txt1);
txtview.setText("Access Denied!!!");
}
else if (resultCode == Activity.RESULT_OK && requestCode == 0){
TextView txtview = (TextView)findViewById(R.id.txt1);
userToken = data.getStringExtra("access_token");
String responseData = data.getStringExtra("response");
JSONObject jsonObj = null;
try {
jsonObj = new JSONObject(responseData);
txtview.setText("You logged in as " +
jsonObj.getString("username"));
String newline =
System.getProperty("line.separator");
txtview.append(newline);
txtview.append("Now you can make a request");
ViewGroup.MarginLayoutParams llp =
(ViewGroup.MarginLayoutParams)txtview.getLayoutParams();
llp.setMargins(0, 0, 0, 120);
txtview.setLayoutParams(llp);
userId = jsonObj.getString("id");
} catch (JSONException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
Button btn_auth = (Button)findViewById(R.id.btn_auth);
btn_auth.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE);
Button btn_req = (Button)findViewById(R.id.btn_request);
btn_req.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE);
}
else if (resultCode == Activity.RESULT_OK && requestCode == 1){
TextView txtview = (TextView)findViewById(R.id.txt1);
txtview.setText("Action Completed successfully! ");
String newline = System.getProperty("line.separator");
txtview.append(newline);
txtview.append(data.getStringExtra("result"));
}
}
}
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C. OAuthController.php

public function redirectToAuthorization(Request $request)
{
$redirectUrl = $this->generateUrl('authorize_redirect', array(), true);
$state = md5(uniqid(mt_rand(), true));
$request->getSession()->set('oauth.state', $state);
$url = 'http://oauth.learning-context.de/authorize?'.http_build_query(array(
'response_type' => 'code',
'client_id' => '', //your client App Id
'redirect_uri' => $redirectUrl,
'state' => $state
));
return $this->redirect($url);
}
public function receiveAuthorizationCode(Application $app, Request $request)
{
if ($request->get('state') !== $request->getSession()->get('oauth.state')) {
return $this->render(
'failed_authorization.twig',
array('response' => array(
'error_description' => 'Your session has expired. Please try
again.'
))
);
}
// equivalent to $_GET['code']
$code = $request->get('code');
if (!$code) {
$error = $request->get('error');
$errorDescription = $request->get('error_description');
return $this->render('failed_authorization.twig', array(
'response' => array(
'error' => $error,
'error_description' => $errorDescription
)
));
}
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$http = new Client('http://oauth.learning-context.de/', array(
'request.options' => array(
'exceptions' => false,
)
));
$request = $http->post('/token', null, array(
'client_id'
=> '', //your client App Id
'client_secret' => '', //your client App Key
'grant_type'
=> 'authorization_code',
'code'
=> $code,
'redirect_uri' => $this->generateUrl('authorize_redirect', array(),
true),
));
//// make a request to the token url
$response = $request->send();
$responseBody = $response->getBody(true);
$responseArr = json_decode($responseBody, true);
//if there is no access_token, we have a problem!!!
if (!isset($responseArr['access_token'])) {
return $this->render('failed_token_request.twig', array(
'response' => $responseArr ? $responseArr : $response
));
}
//
$accessToken = $responseArr['access_token'];
$expiresIn = $responseArr['expires_in'];
$expiresAt = new \DateTime('+'.$expiresIn.' seconds');
$refreshToken = $responseArr['refresh_token'];
$request = $http->get('/api/me');
$request->addHeader('Authorization', 'Bearer '.$accessToken);
$response = $request->send();
$meData = json_decode($response->getBody(), true);

if ($this->isUserLoggedIn()) {
$user = $this->getLoggedInUser();
} else {
$user = $this->findOrCreateUser($meData);
$this->loginUser($user);
}
$user->refreshToken = $refreshToken;
$user->accessToken = $accessToken;
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$user->userId = $meData['id'];
$user->accessExpiresAt = $expiresAt;
$this->saveUser($user);
// redirect back to the homepage
return $this->redirect($this->generateUrl('home'));
}
private function findOrCreateUser(array $meData)
{
if ($user = $this->findUserById($meData['id'])) {
// this is an existing user. Yay!
return $user;
}
if ($user = $this->findUserByEmail($meData['email'])) {
// we match by email
// we have to think if we should trust this. Is it possible to
// register at Client App with someone else's email?
return $user;
}
$user = $this->createUser(
$meData['email'],
$meData['username']
);
return $user;
}
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D. How to implement refresh token
$expiringTokens = $conn->getExpiringTokens(new \DateTime('+1 month'));
foreach ($expiringTokens as $userInfo) {
$request = $http->post('/token', null, array(
'client_id'
=> '',
'client_secret' => '',
'grant_type'
=> 'refresh_token',
'refresh_token' => $userInfo['refreshToken'],
));
//
//// make a request to the token url
$response = $request->send();
$responseBody = $response->getBody(true);
$responseArr = json_decode($responseBody, true);
if (!isset($responseArr['access_token'])) {
return render('failed_token_request.twig', array(
'response' => $responseArr ? $responseArr : $response
));
}
$accessToken = $responseArr['access_token'];
$expiresIn = $responseArr['expires_in'];
$expiresAt = new \DateTime('+'.$expiresIn.' seconds');
$refreshToken = $responseArr['refresh_token'];
$conn->saveNewTokens(
$userInfo['email'],
$accessToken,
$expiresAt,
$refreshToken
);
echo sprintf(
"Refreshing token for user %s: now expires %s\n\n",
$userInfo['email'],
$expiresAt->format('Y-m-d H:i:s')
);
}
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